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Abstract—Security always has been a main concern in the
FPGA-based systems, especially when these systems manipulate
sensitive applications and data. Since Systems-on-Chip (SoC) are
connected to an external memory, the content of this memory
can easily be retrieved or tampered by physically probing the
memory bus. While the existing state of the art already proposes
several solutions, these are not completely secure and impose
a significant impact to the systems performance. This work
proposes the design of a reliable system to properly secure the
external memory of the device. The goal is to achieve a security
system with low performance impact and low on-chip memory
overhead. The presented solution was implemented Xillinx Zynq-
7000 All Programmable SoC architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN embedded systems carry more and more sensi-
tive information as the range of provided services increases.
During the course of time, concerns regarding system perfor-
mance and power consumption have been taken in consider-
ation, however due to the increasing need of data protection
in modern systems, security has become a leading issue. A
typical embedded system integrates a processing system and
programmable logic in a single device and an external mem-
ory. An adversary can perform a board level attack probing the
bus between the System-on-Chip (SoC) and external memory,
observing data transfers and may even modify or manipulate
data without detection [1].

In order to tackle this problem there are several solutions in
the literature [2] [3] which implement a security core inside
the FPGA to guarantees data confidentiality and integrity.
However, the existing state-of-the-art implementation of such
hardware security modules impose an increased latency and
cause a significant performance loss [4], causing in some cases
high on-chip memory overheads [2] [3] [5]. In this work we
propose a simpler and more direct approach to encryption and
protection of the data stored on the external DDR memory. The
proposed hardware security core is placed inside the FPGA,
which is in the same SoC-area as the CPU. By deploying high
performance dedicated cryptographic cores and implementing
independent cores for the cipher/decipher process a optimized
security system is obtained. The security system is further im-
proved with the use of a pipeline encryption/decryption core,
mitigating the overhead caused by the ciphering mechanisms.
The memory security system will be implemented and tested
on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC architecture.
Furthermore the secure path was tested using a high, which
allowed a thorough analysis of the impact of data security
mechanisms. Finally the architectures were validated in terms
of data consistency.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the related
works are reviewed; Section III describes the proposed mem-
ory security system. Section IV describes the implementation

process and the results are described and analyzed in Section
V. Section VI concludes the work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The State of the Arte presents a group of solutions that try to
guarantee data confidentiality and data integrity to the overall
system. There are a group of solutions that are dependent of
a operating system, needing it’s support for the management
of security levels and some go even further requiring kernel
modifications. More recent architectures propose the imple-
mentation of an independent Hardware Security Core (HSC),
that would also provide different security levels to the external
memory address range

Execute-Only Memory (XOM) [4] proposes a security solu-
tion that aims for a secure execution environment. XOM archi-
tecture separates different programs in several compartments.
A compartment is a logic container that prevents information
from circulating into or out of it. This way the programs cannot
tamper with each other. The basic approach to implement
a compartment is to tag all data with a XOM identifier
[6]. These identifiers are stored on-chip. To guarantee data
confidentiality, XOM encrypts all instructions and data. AES
256 is the symmetric deciphering algorithm used. In order
to prevent data tampering, the integrity mechanism generates
a message authentication code that is concatenated with the
data before the ciphering process [7], thus avoiding spoofing
attacks. The write address is also concatenated in order detect
splicing attacks [7]. XOM [4]guarantees a high-level security,
but performance overheads can reach 50% [2]. Regarding
cache management, information added to cache presents a
real overhead [7]. High latency is another consequence of this
architecture due to the data confidentiality and data integrity
mechanisms. These two mechanisms are not done in parallel,
thus decreasing performance.

The AEGIS Project [8] proposes a physical secure platform,
incorporating platform and software authentication mecha-
nisms and data privacy and integrity protection. In order
to authenticate the processor Physical Random Functions or
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) are used [8]. Using PUF,
each processor has a unique key. This key can be used to
authenticate the processor to the users. AEGIS processors offer
four different secure modes to off-chip memory [6], controlled
by the operating system. Data confidentiality is achieved by
the one-time-pad (OTP) encryption scheme. AEGIS uses a
hash tree to provide an integrity checking mechanism, where
the root hash is stored on-chip. This way on-chip memory
overhead is reduced. This memory security solution offers a
high-level security [5]. In order to increase efficiency, some
hash tree nodes are stored in cache, making the system
dependent on cache memory size and presenting performance
losses when a cache miss occurs.



Parallelize data Encryption and Integrity Checking Engine
(PE-ICE) [3] proposes full parallelization of encryption and
integrity checking. In this architecture, data confidentiality and
integrity mechanisms come from a single encryption algo-
rithm. This approach has the objective of latency reduction,
introduced by the cryptographic functions, and hardware cost
reduction. Data privacy is guarantee by the AES algorithm.
Tamper resistance is reached by the association of a tag to
the plaintext. PE-ICE uses different tags for Read Only data
(RO) and Read/Write data (RW). PE-ICE has a high on-chip
memory overhead since for every block of data it is necessary
to store a tag on-chip. This architecture also presents a high
off-chip memory overhead since it is necessary to concatenate
a tag to every block of data to be encrypted.

Romain Vaslin et al [2] propose an hardware-based security
core. This architecture is able to manage tree security levels: i)
no security, ii) confidentially only, and iii) confidentiality and
integrity. The hardware-security core contains a security mem-
ory map (SMM), which stores the security levels of memory
segments and configures the correct datapath inside the core
according to the received base address. This component is
independent of the processor and operating system. In order to
achieve confidentiality, a keystream is generated, using an AES
encryption algorithm, and xored with the data to generate the
cipher text. The security core has a component called Integrity
Checking that evaluates data integrity using one AES round.
Integrity Checking stores a tag composed of bits from the
AES output on on-chip memory. This component guarantees
data protection against replay and relocation attacks. This
hardware-security core has a high on-chip memory overhead.
This design was tested using an Altera NIOS II soft processor
on a Stratix II based prototyping system.

The Xilinx Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoC has also been
used in another type of systems like memory mapping systems
and firewall systems [9] [10] [11]. In [9], a memory tracing
tool is implemented on a Zynq board. This implementation
disconnects the CPU from memory. When the CPU performs
a read or write operation, the request is forwarded to a general
purpose (GP) port that connects the processing system (PS) to
the programmable logic (PL). The PL accesses the external
memory, executes the read/write operation and in case of a
read, returns the data through the GP port. The communication
between the PL and the external memory is made by a high
performance port (HP).

In summary, XOM and AEGIS present a model for a
secure platform. XOM requires special processor instructions
in order to fully use the implemented security measures. This
architectural model intends to secure external memory and
protect the system against malicious software. AEGIS also
aims for external memory security, but tries to go further by
providing authentication mechanisms to the platform.

Operating system independent architectures, such as PE-ICE
and the architectures presented by R. Vaslin et al. [2] present
hardware security cores that guarantee data confidentiality and
data integrity to off-chip memory at the expense of some
memory overhead and performance overhead.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is a electronic circuit
that handles all instructions of a computer program. Nowa-
days, the CPU is a highly complex unit, having different
architectures, speeds and capabilities. A SoC FPGA is a
system that combines both the processing power of a general
purpose processor and the versatility of a FPGA which can
be hardware-programmed to accelerate certain applications,
optimizing the overall system. Many times, these systems
run applications that manipulate sensitive data which is later
stored in an external memory without any kind of security
mechanism to guarantee data confidentiality and data integrity.
In this work the SoC FPGA is considered to be safe, as
opposed to the external memory used by the system which is
considered unsafe by allowing possible tampering. This work
aims for the design, development and implementation of a
reliable system to properly secure the external memory for
these sort of devices, guaranteeing data confidentiality for all
data stored outside the SoC FPGA device.

A. Redirecting Data

In the proposed architecture, all data produced or requested
by the CPU is redirected to the FPGA. The goal is to suppress
the need to use the standard connection, and deflect all data
to the FPGA to be encrypted/decrypted and later stored in
external memory. Figure 1, depicts the proposed architecture.

Fig. 1. Data Through FPGA block diagram

As depicted in Figure 1, the standard communication (con-
nection 1) is no longer used. Instead data is redirected to
the FPGA (connection 2) in a transparent manner, i.e., the
CPU has now knowledge of the new data flow allowing all
processing system’s components like the memory management
unit, snoop control unit and caches to be fully operational.
In the proposed solution, the FPGA has to establish a safe
communication between the CPU and the external memory
and guarantee that no data is lost along the way. A communica-
tion module, implemented inside the FPGA is responsible for
receiving data and maintaining data consistency. This module
works in a bi-directional manner, i.e., the module can receive
data from the CPU and forward it to the external memory
(connection 3) and, receive data from external memory and
forward it to the CPU.



B. Working with Caches

Memory access is typically significantly faster for a cache
memory than for the external memory. The caching system
is design to work efficiently with the CPU by implementing
a pre-fetching mechanism that helps to minimize the latency
associated with a memory access. Another key aspect to
consider when working with caches is that they work with
chunks of data as big as the cache line size. In fact, a memory
access issue by the cache controller manipulates a block of
data rather than only a word. These two characteristics help
to hide the true cost of a memory access when working
with large quantities of data. On the other hand, when the
amount of data being handled by the CPU fits inside the cache,
the extra timing requirements introduced by the proposed
architecture would be pushed down to zero since all the
memory accesses would refer to the cache. In order to use
caches, the communication module implemented inside the
FPGA needs to deal with bursts of data. Depending on the
architecture, the cache may vary in line size. Nevertheless,
the hardware implemented in the FPGA is able to establish a
consistent communication between the cache memory and the
external memory. Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture.

Fig. 2. Data Through FPGA with Cache

The addition of caches allows the inclusion of burst opera-
tions, increasing the overall performance, due to the response
time external memory being diluted by the number of words
being accessed in each transaction.

C. Adding Security Mechanisms

The objective of this work is to create a secure core that will
assure the confidentiality of all data residing in the external
memory. To achieve this goal, an HSC is implemented along-
side with the communication module. The HSC is composed
by a Data Handling (DH) module , an encryption core and a
decryption core. Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture.

The HSC is responsible for the encryption of evicted cache
lines and the decryption of data coming from the external
memory. The necessary computation to encrypt and decrypt
data is guaranteed by two separate cores. One core executes
the encryption of all cache lines coming through the commu-
nication module, while the other core performs the decryption
of the requested data residing in the external memory. With

Fig. 3. Hardware Security Core

the use of two separate cores, the encryption/decryption pro-
cess is independent from one another, increasing the overall
performance. Adding this new security feature to the system
will introduce some extra latency caused by the time spent
encrypting and decrypting data, and the necessary time to
handle data coming in and out of the HSC. In order to
minimize the overhead introduced by the ciphering process,
the encryption/decryption cores will operate on blocks of
memory the size of a cache line. To align the quantity of
ciphered data with the cache line size, each cycle must refer
to a cache line (which contains several words) rather than
a single word. Making the cores work with this type of
granularity will benefit the system’s performance and optimize
the encryption/decryption process.

D. Pipelining

The goal is to have a continuous flow of data without the
need to hold new requests. The idea is to extend the pre-
vious architecture and use a pipelined encryption/decryption
core that can handle the throughput imposed by the system.
This way the DH does not have to hold new requests and
can forward them as they come. To optimize the encryp-
tion/decryption process, the new cores will encrypt blocks of
memory half the size of a cache line. The usage of smaller
block sizes allows the parallelization of the data transfer and
the data encryption/decryption.

Figure 4 illustrates the expected temporal behavior for the
HSC:

Fig. 4. Pipeline Temporal Behavior



In case of a write transaction, the DH collects the first half a
cache line and immediately forwards it to the encryption core.
While the encryption core is already working on the first half
of the data, the second half of the cache line is being transfered
to be later forwarded to the encryption core. The frequency of
the incoming request can be set by either the bus connections
of the target board or by the processing system itself. This will
depend on the architecture of the board and by the software
running on the CPU. In both cases, the encryption and the
decryption cores have to be able to receive new data has soon
as the DH finishes collecting it.

The addition of a pipelining scheme will mitigate the DH
and the time spent ciphering data making the time spent to
process and forward a memory request by the FPGA will be
equal to the time spent by the communication module.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The target platform selected among the available devices on
the market was the Xilinx Zynq-7000 All programmable SoC.
This device presents all the required characteristics for the de-
velopment of the secure system, in terms of interconnections,
processing power, cache memory, FPGA dimensions and board
support documentation. The target applications runs on the
APU, taking advantage of the processing power of the ARM
processors working alongside with the Snoop Control Unit
(SCU), Memory Management Unit (MMU), and cache memo-
ries. The communication between the Processing System (PS)
and the security system implemented in the Programmable
Logic (PL) is guaranteed by one of the available General
Purpose (GP) master ports. The data flow between the PL
and the external memory is assured by the High Performance
(HP) ports.

For data redirection an hardware core with the capability of
connecting the CPU to the external memory via PL has been
developed. This communication module is connected to the
APU through the master zero GP port. By using this 32-bit
interface, the CPU can access the external memory through
the communication module simply by issuing the request to
an address belonging to the port’s address range. The request
is then forward to the HP port maintaining the 32-bit format.

With the objective of increasing the performance of memory
accesses to the external memory, and hide the extra latency
caused by the proposed system, the Communication Module
can interact with the L2 cache controller. A buffering system
for the storage of request IDs was added to the Communication
Module and a configuration software was developed. A block
diagram for the updated architecture is depicted in Figure 5.

The L2 cache controller can issue a sequence of requests
bounded by the maximum number of requests that the inter-
connection can support. Each request has an associated ID
which is used to establish a correlation between the request
and the reply that are stored in two data FIFO, one for the
read operation and one for the write.

The system caches activation and MMU configuration is
assured by a specially designed configuration algorithm to
be executed at the beginning of an application. The software
assures that both the external memory address range and the

Fig. 5. Data Through FPGA with Caches block diagram

GP port 0 address range are configured with the same access
permissions and caching policies.

An HSC is implemented alongside the Communication
Module, being responsible for assuring data confidentiality to
all data flowing between the CPU and the external memory
through the PL. The ciphering process is executed by separate
cores to maintain independent parallelism. Each core is con-
nected to an Interface that receives requests coming from the
Communication Module and manages the information going
in and out of the encryption cores. The implemented HSC
works at 250 MHz and is placed between the Communication
Module and the HP port zero. The function of the HSC is to
(de)cipher data going through it, and for that purpose the first
implementation includes the AES cores(one for each ciphering
mode) alongside encryption/decryption interfaces.

The AES core used in this first structure has a 32-bit
wide input bus for data, which is the same bit-width present
in the channels between the APU and the Communication
Module (GP port), and the latter to the HSC. This means
that full bandwidth is being used throughout these channels.
Consistenly, the AES core also has a 32-bit wide output bus,
however, this is not the same bit-width has the 64-bit wide
channel between the HSC and external memory (HP port).

In order to minimize the latency impact of encryp-
tion/decryption, the cipher core of the HSC was replaced by
a fully pipelined NOEKEON core working at 250 MHz. The
pipeline allows for a serialized processing of different blocks
of data at the same time, reducing the latency between blocks
to a single clock cycle. The cores receive 128 bits of data and
32 bits of address outputing a 128-bit result.

To optimize the pipeline architecture a different pipelined
version of the NOEKEON fast core was considered and
implemented. This new core does not need as much clock
cycles to accept new blocks of data, and instead of one round
per cycle, two NOEKEON rounds are processed per pipeline
stage. The advantage of this pipeline is that it halves the cipher
core latency while still capable of running at 250 MHz.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate the performance of the developed
security system, a bandwidth analysis of the Communication
Channel between the CPU and the external memory is made
through the execution of a optimized algorithm that would
access external memory performing read/write instructions.
Furthermore, the three security systems were tested using the



same application, which allowed a thorough analysis of the
impact of data security mechanisms.

As described, three architectures were implemented using
the AES core, NOEKEON and NOEKEON fast. To better
understand the impact of the encryption cores on the data
throughputs, two specially designed algorithms were executed
on the CPU of the Zynq architecture, using the PL address
range, allowing data to be encrypted/decrypted prior to being
delivered to the external memory/APU.

As depicted in Figure 6, the secure core does not present
any overhead when working with junks of data smaller than
the cache sizes. As expected the AES architecture presents
the worst performance of the three implementations, with
82 MB/s of bandwidth, the architecture is 50% slower than
the pipeline version, which achieved approximately 160MB/s,
and 60% slower than the no-encryption architecture. The fast
version of NOEKEON has the highest performance for the
read operation being 10% better than the previous version for
the read operation, reaching 174 MB/s. The results show that
the proposed path with the HSC core, introduce a maximum
of 60% overhead when accessing 100% of memory through
the PL and comparing to the default path, which corresponds
to an increase of 10% when compared with the architecture
with no encryption.

Fig. 6. Data Through FPGA - HSC 32-bit memory read

Unlike the read operation, both 32-bit and 64-bit write
operations present a constant performance for increasing block
sizes. The bandwidth only drops when the external mem-
ory starts being accessed. The APU implements an Early
Write Response mechanism during write transactions from
the Cortex-A9 processor to the L2 cache controller, enabling
the controller to send the write response of write transactions
as soon as the store buffer accepts the write address. This
optimization could explain the constant performance when
accessing blocks of data up to 512KB and the elevated
bandwidth when writing into the external memory.

The bandwidths for each version of the HSC are depicted
in Figure 7. Since the L1 and L2 caches have similar perfor-
mances Figure 7 only includes the minimum bandwidths of
memory access.

Considering the bandwidth values for the write operation,
the HSC adds an 30% improvement of bandwidth just by
switching from the AES to the NOEKEON architecture. The
results demonstrated that the fast pipeline version of the HSC
only adds 4% overhead to the architecture with no encryption,

Fig. 7. Data Through FPGA - HSC 32-bit/64-bit memory write

thus the performance loss is mainly associated with the longer
path that data travels between the CPU and the external
memory.

VI. CONCLUSION

Security in embedded systems has been a studied theme
throughout the years. This work presents a novel and highly
optimized HSC. The proposed architecture is implemented us-
ing the Xilinx Zynq-7000 AP SoC architecture. The developed
system consists on a secure communication between the CPU
and the external memory of the device. The data flow was
redirected to a HSC implemented in hardware, where data
is encrypted/decrypted. The system was designed in order
to work with the caching system enabled, taking advantage
of the pre-fetching mechanisms implemented by the cache
controller. Performance-wise the results showed an impact of
50% for memory read operations and an impact of 65% for
write operations when data is redirected to the PL and then
forward to the external memory. To minimize the negative
effects in performance of the secure data path, the architecture
allows applications running in the ARM processor to use
the default path and the secure path simply by choosing
the correspondent destination address in runtime. In a first
implementation an AES core was used to encrypt/decrypt
data. Results showed that through the use of this type of
core, performance would drop 30% simply by adding data
encryption/decryption. Furthermore the system was revised,
and updated in order to work in pipeline, using a NOEKEON
core. This change improved performance in more than 20%.
Overall the system is able to encrypt/decrypt data flowing
between the CPU and the external memory with the security
mechanisms being handled by dedicated hardware residing in
the PL part of the device.
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